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ABSTRACT' 
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ROLE OF CONCENTRATION'LEVEL OF THE NON-DIFFUSING 
SPECIES IN TURBULENT GAS-PHASE MASS 

TRANSJ.i'ER AT ORDINARY t-lASS TRANSI-'ER RATES 

t ' Darshanlal T. Wasan and Charles R. Wilke 

Department of Chemical Engineering and 
Lawren~e Radiation Laboratory 

University of California 
Berkeley, California 

June 1967 

UCRLal622l Rev 

Numerical solutions to the diffusion-convection equations are obtained 

. with a digital computer to establish the role of concentration level o·r the non

diffusing species in non-equivolume diffusion in fully developed turbulent flow 

. of gases in pipes. Results indicate that under ordi.nary mass transfer rates 

for a system at constant Schmidt and Reynolds numbers'product of the gas-phase 

mass transfer coefficient and the log mean partial pressure of the nondiffusing gas. is 

nearly constant both in the mass transfer entry region and in the fully developed 

region. These results are compared with the experimental data on vaporization 

and absorption processes. 

We show that the effect of the mass transfer section length on the rate 

of turbulent mass transfer is quite significant. Furthermore, the·results of 

the. diffusion--convection analysis are in better agreemen~ with experimental data 

for sections of ,finite length than results calculated from the momentum-mass 

·, . transfer analogy. The two methods agree in the limit for tubes of infinite .. 
lene;th • 

.. 

t 
Present address: Department of Chemical Ene;ineer:l.ng, Illinois Institute of 

Technology, Chicago, Illinois. 
·' 
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. · :. INTRODUCTION 
··.·, 

. ' 
.. t • ... In many chemi.ca:l engineering processes such as· evaporation, humidifica-

·• . 

tion, partial condensation, absorption, and desorption the mass transfer process 

~ consists of the difxUsion of a solute through a non-diffusing gas stream. The 

.. \' role of the concentration of the non-diffusing ga~ in the rate of transfer of 

· soiute by pure molecular diffusion has been well establi.shed by Stefan (16) and 

Maxwell (11) in the formulation of their classic diffusion equations. Over the 

recent. years these equations have been fully validated by experiments involvi~g 

binary and ternary systems. 

An interpretation of the Stefan-~xwell diffusion equations for the case 

of diffusion of a solute through a stagnant gas implies that the diffusion· flux 

established by a concentration gradient of the solute in the binary system creates . 

a convective flow in the direction of the diffusion. · The magnitude of the con-

vective transport.depends upon the concentration gradient of the solute and the 

concentration of the non-diffusing gas •. In the int~rpretation of gas-phase 

. mass transfer processes by molecular diffusion through a hypothetical stagnant 

film the convective transport resulting from the diffusion process has usually 

been accounted for through the film pressure factor. For diffusion of on~ gas 

through a second stagnant gas the film pres~ure factor becomes the iog mean 

·average partial pressure of the stagnant gas over the diffusion path, i.e., 

PBm. The role of the film pressure factor has been well confirmed for pure 

• molecular diffusion, but only in recent years attention has been focused on 

verifying its role for mass transfer in turbulent flow of gases as it occurs 

in ab~orption and Vliporization processes. 

. ' ' 
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. ·.· ••· Ses~.ich-.1 a~d!Toor ti4) have made an ~pp~oxima.te<~he<lretical analYsis bas~d C; . ' .: ~ 

. ,· : .. ·, . . 
. ·, ..... : . on the analogy theory for NSc =1.0 which indicates that the mass transfer ·, . 

. .. 
':. •: · ·.· ,., '·coefficient varies inversely with ~Bm' in agreement' with the film theory. 
: . •,• · .. ·:_'·':. ·:· 

'· . 
· Cairns and Roper (2) were the .first ones who deliberately studied the 

.. ·. · .. 
·';•' . . . . : ~· i .... 

< .. 
. '~ . .'. . ....... • • ! .• 

' '~ .··. ·. ·. . . . .. ~ . 
• f · ...... 

·'· < ••• 

. . :' .. ~ 
.·i . . ~. ': · influence of inert concentration level on the gas phase mass transfer coefficient~ ':., · 

: ,-,;. ·: . :·; . . . .. . . 

· . ··:·;: .. '· ··.:f' .·They evaporat·ed. water and condensed steam into air in a long wetted wall column.·.::>:·: .. · . 
. ·. ,.. . , 

;, .. . \ ~ ·.·· :. . . . 

::~ . ..-:.-:: .·· ·similar to the one used by Gilliland an~ Sherwood (6). They varied the pBrrfP .· · .. . ::·~. 
. : ' .. 

: ' • 
4 

\• • .. : ;t ~-· .. . · r' · • : 

Ol, ,' " 

• • ; • • ' • • ~ > • ~: ~ • ':. • • ' 

ratio from 0.15 to 0.97. 
: ... ·. :".· ·.·.· 

~ ... 
•' . . . .. ·; .. Further experimental study was undertaken by Westkaemper and 'vlhite (22)·· ._.:: ..• : .... ,.' 

,. .. . 

.. : .~ · .... ,'. ·: .. ;:- vho vaporized carbon tetrachloride into air from a pan mounted flush in the . '~ . . . ~ . . . 
•' . 

r .,-.;· 
. ~ .. 

·. ·.: :floor of a rectangular vind tunnel. The variation o:f' pBmfP in their study > .. ~ • 

. '•: :·: . . .·· ..... ;_. ,.. 
. . . . ~-

. : .. .. ··:· .:: . · was :from 0. 287 to 0.81. 
. ·.!. 

••• ,! ..• ::.· '·; 

; .. ·, .... . . ·· · .. 
: •• 1 :· .• ~- ; ~ :' .. -

; • ~ •• :: ~ ~ • -: ·~ • • • h .. 

The studies cited above have in general been inconclusive and or contra-·:: •: ;··. · 
... ·-· ~ . .':~·· . . ', .. :. ·:: 

):.· ... :: ··: .. ;:·' · dictory with regard to the effect of the :film pressure :factor. 
; ' . •, . ' . 

: : ... · .. :'. :'.:·· .. 

~- ... scatter badly which attests to the experimental difficulties involved in the ··.·.:. ' 

. .. · ~· . , · ...... 

·/ '::'.<:"·,.:.:·. · accurate measurement of mass transfer rates and concentration differences over 
1,1 • .••• . · ... 

.. ' 

·.~·,:. :: l 

: ..... ·:. ·: 
a wide range of inert gas composition in the.various types o:f' apparatus which 

vere employed. 

~ . . ' ...... .. 
"' . <··· .: The most recent woz·k on the investigation of the effect of concentration ·; .. · . . .~ . . . 
'·· ,f , .... . . 

·! • 

. . . ~- . 

Behrmann (l.)-·>·:C:· ::: 
• ' • ~ ., • '· I 

. ' 

level upon the gas phase mass transfer coefficient was conducted by 
~· j. ' ••• ••• :: • ! 

and was recently reported by Vivian and Behrmann (17) .. In this study a;:::nonia · · · ·, · -i 

· vas absorbed from gaseous streams of nitrogen· and air into distilled 11ater and , '· _._,:;:..:·:;·~:,.:) 
· · aqueous a:r_rnonia solutions in a short wetted wall column. The· mean inert mole .· ........ :~· i 

0.9}4 to 0.0:;8. Also desorption of am::~onta, . , ·.-1 
from arr.monia· solution into air \\'a.S studied. In ,this study variables of pressure,.. ·,':! 

.. . . 

· fraction was varied over the range 

... 
., . i 

... 
• '• . .'l 

· .... 
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·Schmidt and Reynolds numbers were held constant. The mass transfer Stanton 

number was correlated versus mean inert mole fraction. Although considerable 

experimental scatter exists at low values of the mean inert mole fraction the 

results of the absorption experiments were best correlated with the film pres-

•· . sure factor to the first ·power. However, the results of the data on desorption 

.'·"":. 

·:. 

. -.: .. 

. ,. : 
·'··· 

. -.' 

did not correlate with the absorption runs. Therefore, although this study 

appears to be best to date, from the results the role of the film pressure 

factor in desorption or vaporization processes can not be established with 

certainty • 

A theoretical study of turbulent transport of mass into gaseous streams 

may be made through the solution of the diffusion - convection equations. A 

considerable interest has been shown on the use of differential form of the 

rate equations; for turbulent transport of heat and momentum. Recently, Kays (9) 

has summarized several of these studies. One of the earlier studies was made 

by Sleicher and Tribus (15) who presented solutions for the variation of the · 

·. • · heat transfer coefficients in turbulent flow in pipes with a constant surface 

·temperature and with no cross-flow velocity. But as pointed out by these 

·· · · authors themselves their solutions are not accurate for short transfer sections and 

., .i 

...... 

· for a gaseous range since more eigenvalues are needed than thos~ presented in 

. · .. their paper. Furthermore, Kays ( 9) has recently pointed out that ~he Sleicher 

~~d Tribus' results predict higher values for heat transfer coefficients for 

fully developed region in the gaseous range and therefore are not very accurate 

even for·long transfer sections. This discrepancy is due to the eddy diffusivity 

distribution functions employed by these authors (15). Westkaemper and White· 

(22) attempted numerical solutions to the diffusion convection equations for 

parallel plate geometry but they also neglected the cross-flow velocity due 
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to mass transfer. Their computed results did not agree with their meazured 

mass transfer rates at low Reynolds number where the effect of .the cross-flow 

velocity was maximum. 

The purpose of this work is to attempt numerical 'solutions of the dif-

fusion-convection equations for the case of convective mass transfer from a 

cylindrical tube into a turbulent gas in the presence of a finite cross-flow 

velocity and thus to establish theoretically the effect of the film pressure 

factor upon the transfer rates. 

! • 

. i 

... 
. . 
' 

~ ' ·. 

:. '. 

J . 

;' ·' 

I. ,.,.,,.. .. , 
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. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS 

The Equation of Convective Diffusion 

Consider the case of vaporization of a liquid (or solid) A from the 

wall of a tube over a mass transfer section of finite length Zx, into which a 

binary mixture consisting of varying amounts of diffusing species A and inert 

gas . B enters with a fully developed velocity distribution as show in Fig. 1. · 

Component A is maintained at a constant concentration (vapor pressure) at the 

vall over the entire section. The mass transfer occurs by diffusion and also 

by bulk transport of material by a velocity in the radial direction. The 

following assumptions are made 

a. ~A/08 = 0 1 i.e., diffusion in e direction is negligible. 

b. Ou/oz = 0 1 i.e., fluid ~nters the tube with a fully. developed 

velocity profile and under ordinary mass transfer rates the contribution of the 

mass transfer to the mean velocity is negligible. This assumption is verified 

by the experimental study recently completed (4). 

c. The ofoz((D + E)OcA/oz] term which represents diffusion in the axial 

direction is negligible. Schneider's (13) theoretical analysis seems to support· 

this assumption. 

d. An edd~ diffusivity based on the mole average velocity is taken to 
• 

be equal·to the eddy diffusivity based on the mass average velocity. At low 

mass transfer rates this assumption appears to be satisfactory. In the subsequent 

treatment therefore, a single eddy diffusivity E will be designated for both 

cases. 

This results in the following simplified form of the equation of 

convective diffusion. 
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~A ~A l.o [ . OCA~-
V ~ + V--;::--:::- "Y:":"tD + E)r~ • ror zoz r or · or 

. ' . ' j 

(1) 

Diffusion of Solute Through an Inert Gas·· 

It is often noted that in many mass transfer processes such as evapora-

tion or absorption of solute in gaseous streams, the transfer mechanism can be 

approxill'.ated as that of diffusion of solute through a gas which exhibits no net 

transfer in the direction of the solute'transf'er. Therefore, for this case the 

rate equation at the boundary of the transfer, in this case at the pipe vall, 

becomes 

Strictly speaking the net· mass flux .of_component B is zero only at 

. the wall since the wall is impermeable, to B. But in this work we shall assume 

that at ordinary mass transfer rates the condition NB = 0 is true at every. 

radial position in the pipe. Then from Equation (2) one obtains the relation-

ship between the cross-flow velocity distribution and the concentration gradient 

as follows: 

(3) 

It is noted that the cross-flow velocity is zero at the ~xis of the 

pipe since the' concentration gradient is zero and cross-flow velocity is t:'.aXi::lU!n 

at the pipe wall. 

. ! 

! 

i 
\ 
I 
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I . I 
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I 
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Since we are dealing with diffusion processes in gaseous streams it is 

.. , · convenient to use partial pressure instead of molar concentrations as a driving · 

... 

·• 

.•. 

I 

force. Assuming an ideal gas law for the binary solute-inert mixture the fol- . 

lowing relationships result in terms of partial pressure driving force 

(4) 

and the dfffusio·n-convection Equation ( 1) can be written as 

[D + E(r)] ??pA + [D + E(r) + oE(r)J opA 
= · . 2 r · Or Or 

' or 

+ [D + E(r )](~) 2 
P-pA or 

This equation forms the basis for the theoretical consideration of 

transfer of one component into a turbulent solute-inert binary gas stream. In 

order to complete the mathematical formulatio~ of this-problem the boundary con-

ditions of the system should be considered as discussed in the following section. 

Boundary Conditions 

The bou~dary values of the system are as follows: 

a) The concentration at the wall is constant for all downstream distance z. 

Hence :pA = pA~I' at r = R and for all z. 

b) Th~ concentraUon of the inlet can is constant' and pA "" pAi' at z = 0 

al;cl for all r > 0. 

' .. 
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c) There is no concentration eradient at the axis of the.tube. Hence con-

.. , centration profile is symmetric around the radial axis. That is 

apA/dr = O, at r. = 0 and for all z. 

It is evident that the basic problem is the determination of·the concen-

tration distribution as a function of radial and axial positions. This involves 

the simultaneous solution of the equations of change. But the mathematical 

nature of these equations does not permit a rigorous solution in all but a few 

simplified cases. For the specific problem at hand a numerical solution of the 

diffusion-convection equation i~ ~ought. 

Eddy,Diffusivity and Mean Velocity Distributions 

It is appropriate now to consider the diffusion-convection Equation (5) 

since it expresses the relationship between the concentration gradients in the 

radial and the axial positions in the system. Equation (5) may be solved if 

the variation of the time averaged velocity Vz and the variation of the edciy 

diffusivity E with the positions in the system arc known. A basic un~e1·tninty 

in the theorct.lc:al treatment of a turbulent mass transf'er· process lies in not 

knowing the:.:;e distribution functions under· the condition~ of finite mass exchange i . I 

between the fluid streams and the pipe vall. In the absence of such information ! 

l 

I 
concerning the eddy distribution, in the past, in several analyses it has bee.n 

assum~d that under low mass transfer rates E is the same for both the momen-

tu:r. and the mass transfer proce:ls, at least in. the region close 'to the wall 

I 
'Where !:iO~t or· the transfer t.f:Lkes place. As a re~:ult in the past several em:Pir-

.·1cal expre::;sions have been proposed for the eddy viscosity distributions in the 

i· 
r 
I. 
I 
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vicinity of a pipe wall. But as pointed out earlier the real success of any 

analysis depends to a considerablt! extent on how carefully the eddy variation 

is chosen near to the wall. 

It is considered here that the choice of the assumed eddy distribution 

will be justified,orily if' (1) it satisfies the equationz of mean motion; (2) it 

is continuous with respect to that obtained from von Karman's logarithmic dis

tribution in the turbulent c'ore region; (3) it is compatible with the mean 

velocity distribution expression and gives no discontinuity in the .velocity 

·distrib~tion function over the region from the wall to the point away from the 

wall beyond which E is assumed constant; (4) it eliminates the concept of· 

sharply defined fluid ·layer_s and describes the whole wall region where mass 

transfer mainly takes place; (5) and it agrees with the experimental data. All 

these criteria ~xcept the first criterion have been recently set by Gowariker (7,8). 

Using the equations of continuity and the equations of' mean motion we 

have derived (20) compatible expressions for velocity and eddy viscosity dis-
. . 

tributions for the whole wall region of the fully developed turbulent pipe now. 

Our proposed expres~ions agree with the experimental data on velocity.and ~ddy 

variations. Furthermore, using these distributions we have presented. (2J.) the 

momentum-mazs transfer analogy expressiOnG .and found an excellent agreement with 

. the experimental data on mass and heat transfer rates. Since the present eddy 

and mean veloci~y distributions satisfy all the criteria set in the previous 

paragraph for the purpose of solving the diffusion-convection Equation (5) 

the.;;-:: distributions will, be chosen for the wall region where· r..ass transfer 

r:-:aillly ~ake~ place. The:;e ·.-el.ocity anci. eddy-\•iscosity distributions for the 

Wlill. rer;ion are t;iven a~ fol.J.ow~;: 
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+. + ' 4 . -4 (. +)4 -6 ( +)5 + 
. U = y - 1. 0 XlO y + 3. 0)Xl0 y 1 . for 0 ~ y. < 20 ( 6) 

+ 
for 0 ~ y < 20 (7) 

+ + Where U and y are the dimensionlezs velocity and dimensionle~~ distance 

from the wall. 

In order.to obtain these distributions in the wall region we have used 

von Karman's logarithmic velocity distribution (18) for the fully developed 

turbulent core region. In the .. ·present analysis von Karman's velocity expression 

will be retained for the region away from the wall. von Karman's velocity ex-

pression is given as follows: 

+ + + U = 2.5 ln y + 5.5 for y > 20 

For st.eady flow in a cylindrical tube) the sheat• stress is proportional 

to the distance from the axis and the eddy viscosity function for the region 

away fr.om the W"all is obtained from von Karman's velocity distribution function 

as follows 

+ 
~ = y (1-y/R) _ l 
v 2. 5 ( 9) 

In the past (10) it has been observed experimenta.liy that the eddy yis-

cosity goes through a maximum and reaches a constant value at the axis of a 

tube. Therefore for the purpose of present analysis we shall assume the vari-

ation of the eddy viscosity i'unction as given by the r~lationship (9) to a 

·' 
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distance y
1 

far avay from the vall and a constant value of the eddy viscosity 

is assu.rned from there on to the axis. The point· y
1 

beyond which the value of 

eddy viscosity is assumed con~tant is determined by the analysis as follows. 

Consider constant eddy diffusi vi ty for r.o mentum in the turbulent core 

-of--the turbulent .velo<::ity field. With this assumption the integration of the 

--equation for turbulent shear stress between the point y
1 

and the central axis 

gives 

(u · - u1) max = (10) 

Where E'= 1..1. + pE; u1 corresponds to the velocity at the point y
1

; 

U · corresponds to the velocity at the central axis of the pipe and max. 

defined as 

Then relation (10) can be rewritten as 

(U -U ) * 
max 1 = U Rp( . /R)2 

u* 2E' rl. 

is 

(11) 

·Thus if a plot 'of U -TJ/U* vs r
2 

is prepared from the experimental data on the max 

:t'uily developed velocity profile, the slope of the straight line through the 

data would be directly related to the constant total viscosity E + 1..1.· This tech-

nique of cleterr:1inine; E hr.:.~; Leen pn~viously u~;cd by Cl1:111:;er (3). A plot of' 

* U -U/U •ts y/R of the eXf.•erir.v;;ntal velocity distribut.ion data for all Reynolds max 

numberz is given by Schlichting (12). Using Equation (11) in conjunction 'Wit~ 

.. 
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the plot given by Sc~lichting the point of junction y1 is found where the two 

values of eddy viscosity given by Equation (11) and by von Kar~~n relation 

(Equation (9)) approximately agree. This point of junction was found to be at 
. . 

about 30~ of the distance away from the wall,·that is y1/R = 0.3. 

It should be pointed out that the present theoretical results for mass 

transfer are found to be rather insensitive to small errors in the choice of 

the point of junction. 

Once the value of the junction point has been determined then the 

averaged value of the eddy viscos·i ty which represents the central turbulent 

core can be obtained over a wide range of Reynolds number by the relationship 

(11) as follows: 

! I = ll/P * + E .:1::1 8. 2 X 10-2. (12) 
UR UR 

This expression for eddy viscosity is similar to the result of Clauser (3) in 

the turbulent boundary layer. 

r·. 

Nondimensionalized Equations 

In the previous section since dimensionless velocity U+ is given as 

the function of the dimensionless distance + y it is convenient to nondimen-

sio:.alize the .diffusion-convection equation and t_he boundary conditions of the 

system. Using a nondimensionalizing procedure the diffusion-convection 

Equattcn (5) becomes: 

I 

·I 
i 
i 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
' ! 
I 
I 
l 
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(13) 

form become: 

In this nondimensionalizing procedure an expli~it influence of Reynolds 

number ~s noted. As Reynolds number becomes large the concentration gradient 

in the axial direction becomes small and in the limit the concentration gradient 

approaches zero. 

As pointed out earlier in this text it is not possible to obtain an 

analytic solution of the diffusion-convection equations. There!~re in order to 

accomplish an accurate solution of the diffusion-convection equations Nhich will 

satisfy the given boundary conditions a numerical approach is adopted. The 

rr.ethod used to s~lve the· diffusion-convection equations consists of finite dif-

ferer.ce technique. A four point explicit method of finite difference~ is used. 

Details ~f the procedure and the ccm:)uter progra:n are available elst:\\here ~19). 
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Nmr1ERICAL RESULTS 

Sufficiently small increments .were_obtained hy dividing the.radial dis-

* . * tance into 20 divisions near the. wall between y = 0 and y = 0. 2 and 5 divisions 

from that point to the radius. The longitudinal distance Z consisted vf 10,000 

'' ' 

increments. The grid size was de\'eloped by stability tests in which succe~:;ively 

smaller grids were used until the numerical results no longer changed. For 

each run there were 250,000 (io,ooo x 25) values of concentration calculated 

and it was not practical to print out alJ. this information. 

Therefore only 500, (20 x 25) 1 values of concentration were saved at 20 equally 

spaced i~crements of 6Z = 0.05. 

From calculated concentration profiles the "cup-mixed" averae;ed value 

of the concentration pA was calculated for every. incremental value of Z 
avg 

where PA is the mean concentration over a cross section and is defined by 
. avs 

f l * +*·- * 0 (1-y ) U (y ) pA(y ) * dy 
= --~----~--~--~--~-----1 * + * * 6 (1-y ) u (y ) dy 

(14) 

From the concentration profiles the concentration gradients were comfuted 

and the mass flux at the wall for every incremental value of Z was then cal-

culated by the relation 

(~p~) . oy W 
(15) ' 

Since the co~putation of the local mass fl~xes involves the knowledge 

of the eou-:~!Iit:.n.~.t.ion gr·ad.lt!nt. which cannot be dt:!termined with very great p,·~-

cision, the lo·cal mass transfer rates were also computed and compared w1.th the 

follo•Jing relation 

: . 

I 

I 
I 

I 
l 
t 

I 
! 
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The abo·:e relation can be derived by a mass balance \over a cylindrical slice. 

T, · ti i+- th · alcula•io., ot~ ~r by firs• a ...... ., .... J.;ca· i,., ... - .. ,.-~-., n1s equa on :perm .. s e c .. .. 1 A , - .. , .:::.· -.:'"- .l. -·· ... -~. -w-. ... _ .. 

\."hich is a smoothing effect, then a differentiation. This rr.ethod. of calculating 

W4SS fluxes was chosen in this study. 

From the knowledge of the w~ss fluxes and the average con~entratio~ t~e 

d ~ i 1 1 ~;; ~~ss transfer coefficient, k 1 vas compute .or every ncrementa va ue o~ ~, g 

where k is defined by "g 

From these calculat:!.ons Sr.et·· .. 'Ood and S';anton numbers ·,;ere co:::r;.utei. The local 

Sher~ood nu~ber 1~ defined as 

k R'Td 
g 

D 

and Stanton nlm'.ber ( ·.n. th the fi:m pressure factor inclu~ed) as: 

( 18) 

( 19) 

As a test of the calculation method and the assumptions, a number of 

Gilliland and Sherwood's (6) a~d Cairns and Roper's (2) wetted wall coluor.s 

experi;ne~ts "iTas simulated on the compute:t·. T'vo of these results are gi Yen in 

Table I. Values of the calculated exit concentration and the log mean Sta~ton 

r.umbt:r are com::~ared. with the experimental values of Gilliland and Sher-v-.-ood. 
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The calculated Stanton number is also compared with the one calculated from 

the analogy theory of the authors (21). In Table II a similar comparison is 

made 'd th the Cairns and Roper experimental value. It . is seen that in these 

two cases and the other cases tested the calculated values give better results 

than the analogy calcula.~ion. 

1-I:J.vinr.; eGtn.bliched some. confidence in the method, hypothetical cases ivcre 

studied. Concentration :profiles and local Stanton numbers were computed over 

a range of values of z, Schmidt ·number and Reynolds number. In the test system 

the driving force, (:pAw-PAi); was set at 10-mm inlet condition at one atmosphere 

·total :pressure.· Calculated quanti ties are tabulated elsewhere ( 19). 

Figure 2 shows the variation in loca~ Stanton number for a hypothetical 

system with NSc = 1. At an z1/d of about 18 the Stanton number approaches a . 

constant value. The average Stanton number based on a log mean driving force 

over the entire section is shown by the single point at z1/d ~ 18. It should 

be pointed out that the diffusion-convection result approaches satisfactorily 

in the limit the value obtained fr~m the analogy consideration of momentum, 

mass or heat transfer in :pipes. The analogy result as shown by the dashed 

line is the one calculated from the analogy espression recently proposed by. 

the authors (21) which is known to fit the experimental data on mass and heat 

transfer well. 

Figure 3 shows the calculation similar· to the preceding one for a system 

"tri th HSc = 2. 5. Again, the diffusion-convection calculation seems satisfactory. 

It is of interest that in both cases considered even for a test section of 18 

di~aeters length the log mean and distance mean Stanton numbers are significantly 

higher than.the terminal local values. This substantial effect of test section 

leneth t~y account for some of the disagreement among various experimental 

. studies in vrhich a constant Stanton number was assumed. 

I 

l 
I 
I 
r 
I 
f 
' I 

'i 
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From foregoing comparisons of the numerical solution of the diffusion-

convection equation with·several experimental results it can be concluded that 

the numerical procedure and the ass~~ptions involved are satisfactory. 

In order to establish the role of.film pressure·factor in gas-phase 

turbulent mass transport processes several vaporization experiments were simulated 

in which film pressure factor (xf or yB.lv!) was varied over a wide. range of . 

Schmidt number, the length of the transfer section and t·he Reynolds number. 

Figure 4 shows our computer results at NRe = 10,000 in a pipe of 17.7 diameter 

length and for the values of Schmidt number varying from NSc ~ 0.2 to NSc = 2.5. 

Results show that within the limit of the calculation error the log-mean 

Stanton number is constant over.a v:ide ranse of xf1 thus indicating.that the 

film pressure factor enters to the first power. 

In order to establish the .role of film pressure factor in the mass 

transfer entry region typical vaporization experiments for a case of · z
1
/d of 

2 were simulated on the computer. Th~se results are shOw'n in Fig. 5. Again 

it is seen that within the limit of the calculation error film pressure enters 

to the first power. 

It is of interest to compare our diffusion-convection results with 

those of Behrmann's (1) experimental data. One of Behrmann's experimental runs 

on desorption of ammonia from ammonia solution into air is simulated on the 

computer and xf is varied over a wide range at NSc = 0.675. Figure 6 

co~pares our results with those of Behrmann's experimer.tal data on abscrpt~on. 

It is of interest that the best curve through our calculated poi:1ts agrees ... :ell 

•,:' ... • +w.J.-•• t'.""' _, ::.::.st -::::q:;a."'e""· , 1' ne re..,..,res~~""l' n~ Be!-. .... .,..""'"' 1 - dat·~ ··- .. _ - - - .... • .:! ""··" 0 ...... ._ .... ::> .... Since our diffusion-

cor:vectio:l !-esults agree with the abzorption data reported by Behrrr.anr~ '!.t :nay 

t'n~.:refore be concluded that the direction of mass transfer does not influence 
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the ma3s transfer coefficient and hence it may be generally concluded that t~e 

mass transfer-coefficient varies inversely with the film pressure .to the first 

power in absorption as well as in desorption or vaporization processes occurring 

in fully developed turbulent flow of gases in pipes. 

DISCUSSION 

From the foregoing numerical results it may be concluded that for 

practical purposes the role of the concentration level of nondiffusing gases in 

turbulent transport is the same as that in pure molecular diffusion processes. 

But despite these conclusions there exists a number of inl1.erent limitations 

and uncerta·inties concerhing its true role in the gas-phase· turbulent mass 

transfer process. A major uncertainty concerning the validity of one of the 

basic assumptions made in this development will be ~iscussed first. 

In the diffusion-convection analysis it is asswaed that the net radial 

flux of nondiffusing species vanishes everywhere in the diffusion system. 

However, as pointed out in the previous sections, this condition is satisfied 

only at the solid boundary. In order to check the validity of this ass~~ption 

local values of mass transfer rates Of nondiffusing species are estimated from 

the knowledge of the calculated' radial concentration profiles. The results of 

a typical vaporization case are tabulated in Table III. In viev of the ex-

tremely small magnitude of NB in comparison to the total ::r..s.ss flux it may be 

co:1.cluded that the assumption that s:pecies B is stagnant is reasonable. 

To gain some further insight into the case of stagnant B diffusion we 

~~y examine the typical magnitude of the interfacial velo~ity resulting fro~ 

the diffu3ion flux. Figure: 7 shows a typical variation of radial velocity 

corr:.::tc~;~r.t as calculated fro:n Equation (3) using the computed conce:1tration 

.r-rofile3. The shape of the curve sugge3ts t~at the radial velocity component 

I 
I 
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decays quite rapidly with distance from the wall under low mass transfer rates. 

Therefore in view or the s:r.all values of radial veloci t:i.es it is net surprisine 

to find that the calculated ratio of flux of B to the total flux is. s:r:all. 

-
Besides the major assumption of stae;nant B diffusion there are inherent 

limitations of the present analysis. Examination. of Equatio~ (18) which relates 

the mass transfer coefficient to the concentration gradient and the bulk aver-
. . 

aged concentration reveals tha':. in the special case of diffusion of A through a 

stagnant B the local mass transfer coefficient can be related to t.he concentra-

tions of B as fellows: 

'where ky = NA/YAw-YAavg = 

and 
Ya-YBi 

mass transfer coefficient based on 
mol fraction differences 

(20) 

It is noted that 1.n this formulation the local ma::;s· tt'ansfer coefficient 

appearz to vary with the local concentration gradient of Bat the wall, the mole 

fraction of B at the wall and the ratio of the concentration differences of the 

non-diffusing species hetl."een the value at the phase boundary and the incoming 

strear:: ar:d tr.at between the phase boundar:~ and the local averaged value. It 

sho•.tld be pointed. out that •tariation of the gas-phase :nass transfer coefficient. 

, .,; with the film pres3ure factor is not exp:!.icit in the formulation. 

'In the study of ncn-equiyolumc diffusion in laminar bou: ... dary layer flows 

it is oese.:-ved. ( 5) that the :nass tt'ansfer cceff:!..cient •ra-:-i-es directly wi.th the 

concentration .;;::-udi·::nt at. the pba~~e bouttdary and inversely wi til the concentra- · 

tion of the non-diffusing species at the phase boundary. In arriving nt these 

results it is usually ass~~ed that the averaeed concentration can be fixed 
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arbitrarily as an inlet concentration. This appear~ to be a reasonable assu.•np-

tion in liquid systems. Since, in gas phase transfer in fully developed 

turbulent pipe flow the concentration gradient, as well as the averaged concen

tration of the non-diffusing ~:pecies, may vary locally 1 y Bl{ does not necessarily 

enter in the same manner as in the laminar boundary layer case. 

It should be pointed out that in the catie of low concentration differences 

in species A between the wal1 and the bulk stream (which is the case under con

sideration) local value::. of the film pre;:;sure factor do not differ greatly from 

the values of the concentration of the nondiffusing species at the phase 

boundary. It is of interest·to note also that in all hypothetical cases 

. consid.:-red here the values of y .EM did not differ by more than three percent 

from the corres:ponding value~ of YBw· Therefore it may be concluded that under 

condition~ norml-!lly encountered in the·design of mass transfer equipment the 

choice of yB~ appears satisfactory. 

In the case of very hJ.gh mass transfer ratez the velocity field may be 

appreciably affected by the diffusion flux. Therefore · knowledge or· the vari-

aticns of the eddy diffusion coefficients and the velocity with position in the 

pipe under finite mass transfer rates is e::>sential before the diffusion convec-

tion calculation::; can be carried· out. Therefore the role of the ccmcentration 

level of the non-diffusing species in the ga£-phase transport processes under 

very hie;h !!':ass transfer- rates is still undeter:nined. ,However, thf!.! method of 

ca::!.culation~ pre:.>ented in this study :>hotll1 prove to be valid in the range of 

~ss transfer rates normally encountered· in separation processes. 

' 
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CONCLUSIONS 

L F'rom thc·rer-Hltc of this invel>tigation it may be concluded that under 

low mass transfer rates for a sy~•tem at constant Scl'.midt and Reynolds nu!nber in 

...... . . fully developed turbulent flow of gases in pipes the product of the gas pha£e 

mass transft~r coeff.i.cient and the log-mean mole· fractioh of the nondiffu.sing gas is 

nearly constant both in the mas~ transfer e~try rP.gion and in the fully develcpP.d 

regions. 

2. Mass transfer rates predicted by our diffusion-convection calcula-

tions for desorption aeree quite well with Behrmann's absorption data. Hence 

it may be concluded that there is no effect of the direction of the mass trans-
. '• 

fer on the mass transfer coefficient. 

3. We show .that the effect of the mass transfer SP.ction length on the 

rate of mu;;::; transfer is generally quite significant and the results of the dif-

fusion-convection analysis for long mass transfe'r sections approach the momentum 

and mass transfer analogy renult satisfactorily in the limit. 

4. We show that clo:.;~ agreement between the predicted values and the 

experimental data of r.:ass transfer rates supports the use of our velocity dis-

.tribution function and assumed equ~lity of the eddy diffusivities for moment~T. 

and. masz. 
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NOTATION 

A 

B 

CA 

CAW 

c avg 
c .. 
. I3 . -· 

.C. 
J.. 

c t 
d 

E 

k c 

-:-·. 
stagnant species . ' 

molar concentrati011 of species A 
···.·. 

molar concentration of species A at the 'wall 

·---averaged molar concentration of species A ' --~. ·' 

. ~ ·, molar concentration-of species B 
··. i. 

-.. ·.·· 

·moiar concentration of species 1 ·. ;.'' .-·· .. 
.. ,-_._.:< .. ::.· 

·,_. 
r 

' -.. · total. molar concentration -· .: 
.. ··,. ~. 

· .. _,_... · .... ' • .. 

dia'lleter of' a pipe 

_ molecular dif-f'usivi ty 
. -- '- ... " 

eddy diffusivity 

E/v 
·.\ 

~.; 

friction factor ."\' 
·.-/: 

copversion constant 
•.> 

mass transfer coefficient based on molar c-oncentration dif'f'erenc~ -·· 
\: · . 

- ...... 

·:-

i· 

; ... 

··. ;. 

·.: ;.• 

.-·--: ... <:. _-_.,_·.· 

. .·· 

k .-. 
g 

. :·- gas-phase mass transfer. coef'f'icient:based on partial pressure diff'el.·ence 
.:,. 

.. --k 
. ",-., .. y_ 

N-
A 

--NA'd 

N 
B 

. -~ .. 

,. 
·' .. ·· 

p 

·.· ,. 

; . .· . . . 

-.''gas-phase mass transfer ·coefficient .based ~m mol fraction difference-
. ~ .. ~ .. _, 

molar f'lu.x of' species A 

molar f'lu.x of' species A at the wall 

molar flux of' sp~cies B 

· total pressure 

::partial pressure of' species A 

Pp._ .;. :PAi 

PAH -PAi 

. . "' : ~-
.· ... -·-. 

: .. 
: . . 

-.- "' .-.. 
·. }· :_-, 

... , ~· ' . : 

. . ·· -· ·. 

··.· .. ·:·.··_· . .'· 

·: _,.~ ,' '· 

:\'. 

.(_1·;· 

·.·: .. '· 

·"'-···· 

'._· .. 

··-·· : , .. 

. ·,· ' 

. ·' 
. : ·._. _-:_.-· . :·. 

.. ,-· 

.. ,·· 
., ·· . 

--·-. 

~--. .-

. :./· .. 
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p 
avg 
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partial pressure of species A in the inlet 

averaged partial pressure of species A 

PAW partial pressure of specie'S A at the wall 

partial pressure of species B 

Pm~ partial pressure of species B at the wall 

P~~ log mean partial pressure of species B 

r radial distance 

R radius of pipe 

R' gas constant 

T temperature 

* u V1:o gE/ p = If. U0 

u time-averaged-mass velocity in axial direction 

mzximum velocity 

averaged velocity 

radial 'velocity 

time-averaged molar velocity in Z direction 

film pressure factor 

mole fraction of inert component B 

log mean mole fraction of inert component B 

y/R 
' 

mole fraction of inert com1Jonent B at the wall 

axial direction 

length of pipe 
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Greek Lettej:o,s 

p density 

viscosity .·. 

v kinematic-viscosity 

€. eddy viscosity 
·,·· 

e . azimuthal direction. 
.. :- ~. ~ : . 

shear stress 

shear stress at the wall-
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Table I. G:i.lliland-Sherwood vaporizaUon data. 

System: 

N o)(·-4150· · Re - ,_ J 

z
1 

= 117 em 

0 
-= 50 c j 

Meacured values 

Exit cone. 17.5 mm Hg 

0.00401 

Air-n Butyl alcohol 

Ns = 1.88 c . 

d = 2.67 em 

. P = 38 mm Hg v 

= 0 

Predicted values 

14.5 mm Hg. 

0.00372 

UCR!.-1.6221 Rev 

Analogy 
theory prediction 

0.00312 

* Reynoldn nurrill~~s are based on gas velor.ities relative to the 
pipe ".13 11. 

Table II. Ca~.rns-Roper vaporization data. 

Sy3tcm: Air-water 

NR * = 8,925 e . 

z1 = 94.62 em 

~L = 32°C i 

Measured values 

Exit cone. 23.5~ m~ Hg 

~T . 
L'·st 0.0058 

* 

N = o·.Go Se· 

d = 2.29 em 

P = 35.9 nun He; v . 

Analogy 
Predicted Yalues ,theory preC.ietion 

24.46 mm Hg 

0.0059 

R;::ynclds nu."!lbers are based on gas velocities relative to the 
p 1 r}~: ,..tti J.l. 
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:'Table III. Calculated radiF.d variation in 
rrulcs flux of stagnant_ component B. 

y/r 

0 

.01 

.. 02 

.0} . 

.05 

. 1 

.2 

.4 

.6 
-·:.··' .,: 

.1.0 ·.·,··',·· 

.... ·. 
· . . :.:: .. 

' .. : . 
•.·· 

.;: 

.·_.: 
,· 

. ',''•• 

.·:. i.. :-.','-

··.=·.· 

. ,. . ...... 
.-~ ... 

0 

2 

3·7 

4.3 

5.1 

N . 
B 

x 1o'""10 

X l0:-10 

X 10..;10 ·· .. ·: .· 
":: ·, 

7 .1'. X 10-10 

4.8 

1.1 

3.7 

0 

·· .. , 

.... · 

·. ~- . 

. ··:•' 

x io-10 

X 10_-lO_ 

.' .. ~ 

. ·:· .. 

·~ . 

Z/d = 17.7 

0 
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This report was prepared as an account of Government 
sponsored work. Neither the United States, nor the Com
mission, nor any person acting on behalf of the Commission: 

A. Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or 
implied, with respect to the accuracy, completeness, 
or usefulness of the information contained in this 
report, or that the use of any information, appa
ratus, method, or process disclosed in this report 
may not infringe priv~tely owned rights; o~ 

B. Assumes any liabilities with respect t6 the use of, 
o~ for damages resulting from the use of any infor
mation, apparatus, method, or proces; disclosed in 
this repprt. 

As used in the above, "person actin-g on beha] f of the 
Commission" includes any employee or contractor of the Com
mission, or employee of such contractor, to the extent that 
such employee or contractor of the Commission, or employee 

of such contrac~or prepares, disse~inates, or provides access 
to, any information pursuant to his employment or contract 
with the Commission, or his employment with such contractor. 






